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Abstract. We give a direct geometric proof of Hopfs theorem

on the sum of indices at the zeros of a vector field in a manifold M,

or rather of that part of the theorem that says that the sum is the

same for any two vector fields. The main idea is to connect the two

fields by a one-parameter family of fields and to make everything

transversal (to M x I). The resulting system of curves permits one

to read off the theorem.

The classical theorem of H. Hopf on vector fields in a manifold [2]

(see also Lefschetz [3]) can be stated as follows : Let M be a differentiable

(say Cœ) compact connected closed manifold, and let F be a (differentiable)

vector field in M with a finite number of zeros; then the sum of the indices

of the zeros of V equals the Euler characteristic of M. We propose to

give a short proof of that part of the theorem that says that the sum

of the indices of the zeros is the same for any two vector fields. (That

the common value is the Euler characteristic of M can then be seen by

taking for V the "gradient field" of a Morse function.) The main tool will

be transversality ("general position") ([1], [4], [5]). We take as known the

definition and basic properties of the index of a zero: in any coordinate

system, with the zero as origin, V defines a map of the unit sphere into

itself; the index is the degree of this map. If we deform V slightly to V,

then any zero of V must appear near a zero of V, and the index of any

zero of V equals the sum of the indices of the nearby zeros of V.

We regard a vector field as a section of the tangent bundle TM of M.

The transversality theorem ([1], [4], [5]) and the last remark above

allow us to restrict ourselves to transversal vector fields, that is, vector

fields that are transversal to the 0-section of TM (which we identify with

M itself). For such a vector field the zeros are automatically isolated;
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moreover, each index is +1 or — 1 : with V considered as a submanifold

of TM, the tangent space Vp to F at a zero p can be regarded as graph

of a linear map from Mp, the (horizontal) tangent space of the 0-section

M of TM alp, to MP, the (vertical) tangent space to the fiber Mp of TM

at 0 [with the usual convention about the tangent space of a vector space].

Transversality insures, or even means, that this map from Mv to itself is

nonsingular; the index is the sign of the determinant; it is +1 (— 1) if the

orientation is preserved (reversed).

Suppose now that V and W are two transversal vector fields. We con-

sider the manifold TM x I; it is a vector bundle over M x I, with 0-section

Mxl and fiber MD at (p, t). The fields V and W give a section of this

bundle over the subset MxOUAfxl of Mxl. We extend this to a

continuous section S over Mxl; e.g., for 0^r^£ we ta^e (I —3r) • V,

then 0 for ¿<r^f, and finally (3/-2) • W for §<?^1. Then, by the
transversality theorem ([1], [3], [4]), we approximate S by a differentiable

section Z, which is transversal to Mxl and agrees with S on some Mx

[0, s]uAf x[l— e, 1], where S is already differentiable and transversal;

Z agrees with V on M x 0 and with W on M x 1. By the main property of

transversality the intersection of Z (regarded as a submanifold of TMxI)

and Mxl is of dimension 1, and consists of a finite number of disjoint

closed curves (in Mx(0, 1)) and arcs (whose endpoints are on /V/xOu

Mxl). The endpoints of the arcs are precisely the zeros of V and W.

Suppose such an arc, y, has both endpoints, (a, 0) and (b, 0), on A/xO.

Then one sees easily, by moving along y, that of the indices of F at a and

b one is +1 and the other — 1 : First we note that the tangent space to

TMxI at a point (p, t) of Mxl is of the form Mv (horizontal)©^

(vertical)©/?, and so has a canonical orientation. We take a frame at

(a, 0), consisting of y (tangent to y), horizontal vectors Xx, • ■ ■ , Xn

(a basis for Ma), and vertical vectors Yx, ■ ■ ■ , Yn, images of the Xt under

the linear map with the tangent space to V as graph, described above.

We move this frame continuously along y, always with y as first vector,

and always using the tangent space to Z to map the horizontal X{ to

vertical 7,; the X{ at (b, 0) should be in Mh. The fact that y points into

Mxl at (a, 0), but out of Mxl at (b, 0), means that the orientations of

Ma@Ma and Mb®Mb, defined by Xx, ■ • • , Xn, Yx, ■ ■ ■ , Yn, are opposite

to each other. But that is equivalent to our claim about the indices of V

at a and b. Similarly for arcs with both ends on Mxl. Finally, if an

arc goes across from M x 0 to Mxl, one sees by the same reasoning that

the two endpoints have the same index, both + 1 or both — 1. It is clear

now that the sum of ± l's over the zeros of V equals that over the zeros

of W (the contributions of the endpoints of any arc that does not go

"across" cancel); the theorem is proved.
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